
General Bonus Terms

Multiple accounts are not permitted. Creating more than one account with Crazyno in order to claim
any bonuses, is deemed as bonus abuse and may result in confiscated funds.

If a group of players using the same betting patterns and are connected via (and not limited to) 
location, banking pattern, IP, naming pattern, Crazyno management reserves the right to confiscate 
bonus winnings and/or deposit.

The bonuses are subject to a minimum wagering of 20 (Twenty) times the sum of your deposit plus 
your bonus before withdrawing any amount higher than your initial deposit.

The maximum bet per game round when playing with a bonus is 10 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF 15 AUD, 
14 CAD, 74 DKK, 115 NOK, 115 SEK or 200 ZAR until the wagering requirements of the bonus 
have been met. Some games also have a Gamble feature where each win in the game can be used to 
gamble for a higher win. The Gamble feature is not allowed to be used while playing with bonus 
money.

Bets placed on all games other than slot machines will be deemed a violation of the Terms and 
Conditions and your bonus and winnings will be voided.

The bonuses in this site are non-redeemable and cannot be cashed out. In other words, once a 
withdrawal request has been made, the bonus amount will be removed from the total balance. The 
bonus will not be re-added once a pending withdrawal is cancelled.

Players with a pending withdrawal are not eligible to receive bonus or participate in a promotion, 
unless stated otherwise by the casino operators.

Bonuses given by Crazyno will allow you to withdraw a maximum of 20x your deposit amount. In 
the case of a bonus given to you as token of appreciation, the maximum withdrawable amount will 
be 20x the bonus amount.

Any amount of withdrawal request exceeding the limits mentioned will not be acknowledged and 
the difference will be removed.

Crazyno reserves the right to remove any remaining bonus balance which has not been used within 
15 days (or as specified by the relevant Bonus Terms and Conditions).

Cash Bonuses have no wagering requirements but have a maximum cash out of 20x the Cash Bonus
amount.

Claiming game winnings from “free spin” or “bonus” features initiated with bonus funds but 
completed after the bonus has been wagered, lost or forfeited will result in removing all associated 
winnings from wagering associated with the initial bonus funds.

Any attempt to build up the feature value inside any game whilst having an active bonus, then
redeeming it once the Bonus Wagering Requirement is not active to get the value paid out as Real
Cash will be considered fraudulent play and any winnings will be confiscated.

If you do not wish to be bound to these bonus terms, please send an e-mail to 
support@crazyno.com and wait for a reply that the promotion has been cleared from your account 
BEFORE making any deposit.

Cancelling a bonus by players can be made by contacting support 24/7. The bonus can be cancelled 

mailto:support@crazyno.com


as long as the player did not make a single bet.

Withdrawals will be audited by the casino and can be withheld if any sign of fraud or abuse has 
been detected.

By accepting the First deposit bonus you are bound to all of these Terms & Conditions. If you wish 
to play without bonuses, please contact Support before making any deposit.

The conditions stated above are in addition to the “General Terms & Conditions” which you can 
find   here  .

       Free Bonus Terms and Conditions
       Terms apply to all FREE bonuses in which no deposit is required.

       Only one bonus per person/household/computer permitted.

       All bonus funds are subject to a 100x wagering requirement.

Before any withdrawal can be made, a player needs to verify the account plus a minimum deposit of
25 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF, 40 AUD, 35 CAD, 150 DKK, 250 NOK, 280 SEK or 500 ZAR is 
required to be wagered at least once.

A max of 75 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF, 120 AUD, 105 CAD, 450 DKK, 750 NOK, 840 SEK or 1,500 
ZAR can be cashed out (50 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF, 80 AUD, 70 CAD, 300 DKK, 500 NOK, 560 
SEK or 1,000 ZAR in winnings plus 25 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF, 40 AUD, 35 CAD, 150 DKK, 250 
NOK, 280 SEK or 500 ZAR deposited), any amount over the maximum will be automatically 
voided.

Once a player has signed up to receive a certain bonus, he cannot receive any other bonuses until 
his account is empty (Balance + any pending withdrawal request = Zero).

       Crazyno reserves the right to stop promotions at any time.

       No deposit bonuses can be played on Slot machines only.

Bets placed on all games other than Slot machines will be deemed a violation of the Terms and 
Conditions, your bonus and winnings will be voided.

Players with disposable email addresses are not eligible for any free spins/free bonus without 
deposit. If a player despite this would receive free spins/free bonus all winnings from the spins may 
be subject to confiscation.

Players requesting a withdrawal with money won with a No deposit bonus cannot do so via bank 
transfer.

         General Bonus Terms and Conditions apply.

       Free Spins Terms and Conditions
       Winnings generated from free spins require a wagering obligation of 45 (forty-five) times.

Once your free spins have been activated you must complete all game rounds within 1 day 
otherwise they will expire.

       General and No Deposit Bonus terms apply
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       Crazyno Achievements Terms and Conditions
       New VIP levels are updated only once balance has gone below 1 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF 1.60 AUD, 

1.40 CAD, 5 DKK, 11 NOK, 11 SEK or 20 ZAR.

Welcome bonuses to new VIP levels are subject to a minimum wagering of 40 (forty) times the sum
of the bonus before withdrawing any amount higher than the initial bonus.

You can "Claim" a Bonus prize only when your balance is below 1 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF 1.60 
AUD, 1.40 CAD, 5 DKK, 11 NOK, 11 SEK or 20 ZAR and no pending withdrawal in your account.

       General “Bonus Terms and Conditions” apply

       Welcome Bonus Terms and Conditions
Only one bonus per person / family / household / computer / address / IP / e-mail address and 
environments where computers are shared (university, fraternity, school, public library, workplace, 
etc.)

Welcome Bonus package – 100% first deposit bonus plus 50 Free spins, a 50% second deposit
bonus plus 50 Free spins and a 100% third deposit bonus plus 50 Free spins.

The Welcome Bonus is based on a New Player’s first, second and third approved deposit providing 
he meets all conditions for the bonuses.

To qualify for the bonuses, a deposit of 25 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF, 40 AUD, 35 CAD, 150 DKK, 250
NOK, 280 SEK or 500 ZAR minimum is required and your account not be blocked from receiving 
bonuses.

The Welcome Bonuses are subject to a minimum wagering of 30 (Thirty) times the sum of your 
deposit plus your bonus before withdrawing any amount higher than your initial deposit.

Bets placed on all games other than slot machines will be deemed a violation of the Terms and 
Conditions therefore your bonus and winnings will be voided.

The Welcome Bonuses may be limited to a maximum cash-out, therefore Crazyno reserves the right
to allow a maximum cash-out of 10x your deposit amount.

Once your withdrawal has been processed, you are no longer eligible for the remainder of our 
Welcome Package.

       Welcome Package Cash Back Terms and Conditions
       Welcome package Cash Backs are not subject to wagering whatsoever.

       Cash Backs will be credited to the players account within 24 hours of the deposit time.

The Cash Back is immediately withdrawable after being credited. For example: Player receives a 
Cash Back of 50 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF, 80 AUD, 70 CAD, 300 DKK, 500 NOK, 560 SEK or 1,000 
ZAR which can directly be put into a withdrawal request.

       This offer is valid for new players only, on the first 3 deposits in Crazyno.

This offer may be limited to a maximum cash-out of 20 times the original deposit amount.

No Cash Back will be given if you have a Pending withdrawal or any amount in your balance is 
above 1 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF 1.60 AUD, 1.40 CAD, 5 DKK, 11 NOK, 11 SEK or 20 ZAR.



       This promotion can be stopped at any time by Crazyno Management.

       Comp Points Terms & Conditions
Comp Points are earned by wagering in our Mobile web, App or desktop Casino, and can be 
converted directly into cash. All users are automatically enrolled.

       When you reach 100 Comp Points, you’ll be able to convert your points to cash in the Cashier.

100 Comp Points will give you 1 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF 1.60 AUD, 1.40 CAD, 5 DKK, 11 NOK, 11
SEK or 20 ZAR – there is no cap on Comp Points, the amount you can earn is unlimited.

       Comp Points are free from wagering, and have a max cashout of 10x the Comp Points amount.

Comp Points must be redeemed when the users total balance is less than 1 GBP/EUR/USD/CHF 
1.60 AUD, 1.40 CAD, 5 DKK, 11 NOK, 11 SEK or 20 ZAR. Comp Points that are redeemed on top
of a bonus balance or playable balance may cause a maximum cash out limit on the entire winning 
amount.

You can download a copy of the Bonus Terms & Conditions here (If your download doesn't start, 
open the link in private window/incognito)

https://crazyno.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/bonus-terms-and-conditions.pdf
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